


All You Can Eat BUSD



What is BUSD Buffet?

At its core, BUSD Buffet (BBFT) is a deflationary BUSD reward token on the Binance Smart 
Chain that strives to solve one major problem facing most other reward tokens.

Keeping growth and rewards steady when volume lags.



How will we do it?

We plan to solve this problem with our unique system of bonus rewards through our 
BBFT Kitchen (BKIT). By leveraging the potential of other projects to supplement our 
token, our holders won’t rely solely on BBFT volume. Our holders will not only receive 
BUSD rewards from every buy, sell or transfer of BBFT, but they will also receive weekly 
rewards from the BKIT.

It’s like getting 8 days worth of rewards, in a 7 day week.

The BKIT will also serve as the buyback and burn function, reducing the circulating 
supply and increasing token value over time.



BBFT Kitchen - BKIT

The BKIT is the primary utility for BBFT. It is the tool we will use to ensure there is 
always a healthy serving of BUSD rewards available for our holders.

The BKIT has two main functions:

1.  Buyback and Burn.
2. Bonus BUSD Rewards. 

These functions will provide additional stable passive income to BBFT holders on top 
of the plentiful BUSD rewards they get for simply holding BBFT.

Both functions are part of the BKIT Distribution Event (BDE) that will occur once a 
week. The BDE will be announced 24 hours in advance.



In order for the BKIT to effectively perform its intended functions, it needs to be able 
to grow on its own. This will be achieved by using the BKIT Fund to hold other 
reward/reflection tokens, as well as high performing conventional tokens.

The initial funding for the BKIT will come via the private sale and presale.

Approximately 75% of the funds raised in the private sale, and 10% of the presale will 
go directly towards igniting the oven. The BKIT will also receive a portion of every 
buy/sell/transfer of BBFT to make sure we keep the flames burning hot.

The BKIT will automatically buy tokens at regular intervals, based on how much BNB 
it has in the BKIT Fund. Once the BNB hits a certain threshold, it will trigger the buy 
function in the contract. The BKIT will be a constantly evolving and growing token 
pool that will help maintain the health of BBFT.

BKIT – Funding & Token Pool



BKIT – Token Pool

The tokens purchased by the BKIT will initially be selected based on our proprietary 
BBFT Returns Rating (BRR) leaderboard. This is our special sauce that ranks tokens 
based on recent data, removing all emotional aspects of trading with the sole 
intention of maximizing rewards and burns for our holders.

The token pool will be updated bi-weekly in-line with the BRR leaderboard as new 
tokens are released or existing tokens start to outperform the previous offerings.

This ensures maximum earning potential for the BKIT, which in turn rewards BBFT 
holders.

In the future, a voting system will be implemented to let the community have their 
say on new and existing holdings into and out of the BKIT.



BKIT – Buyback & Burn

Most tokens generally take a portion of the buy/sell tax to directly buyback and burn 
their own tokens. The drawback to that approach is that when volume is low, the 
buyback and burn is adversely affected. We plan to overcome that by using the BKIT 
to perform that function independent of BBFT trading volume.

During the BDE, the BKIT will sell a portion of every token that it holds and use those 
funds to buy BBFT tokens. Once the BKIT purchases BBFT, it immediately burns 
those tokens, increasing the value of BBFT while also decreasing the circulating 
supply. Initially, the BKIT will sell 20% of the tokens held to perform the buyback and 
burn function.

Additionally, because of how the buyback and burn function operates, it will be fully 
taxed twice. Once on the buy of the BBFT tokens, and again on the transfer of the 
tokens to the burn wallet. This will directly generate BBFT volume. All holders will 
receive their portion of the BUSD rewards from that volume as if it were done by an 
individual holder.



BKIT – Bonus Rewards

Some or all of the tokens that the BKIT holds will be tokens that reward holders in 
BUSD. 

During the BDE, 100% of the BUSD that the BKIT has earned will then be distributed 
to all holders of BBFT, proportionate to their holdings in BBFT.

Think of the BKIT as a good friend who holds multiple reward tokens and sends you 
all the BUSD they earn.

The BDE is going to be a unique event that communities of the BKIT held tokens will 
take an interest in. As the BKIT grows and its buys and sells become ever larger, it will 
create volatility within those associated tokens, causing volume spikes for both them 
and us.

This is why we describe ourselves as symbiotically working with these tokens, rather 
than against them.



Token Incubation Program - BTIP

To further promote an atmosphere of symbiosis with other tokens, and to help grow 
new tokens in the space, we will also be offering a BBFT Token Incubation Program 
(BTIP) for developing tokens.

We will review, assess and select solid new projects being developed, and support 
them all the way to launch. This will include, but not be limited to: idea development, 
marketing design, community management, branding, contract development and 
pre-sale planning.

As part of the BTIP process, every token we incubate will be listed in our BKIT for at 
least 2 weeks, to help foster positive growth and widespread exposure.

For BBFT holders, the BTIP will provide early access to promising new projects which 
will help grow the BKIT and provide even greater rewards and burns during the BDE.



Administrative Wallets

There are two wallets that have been created in order to make sure that as a team 
and community, we are able to grow and maintain the success of BBFT. Those are 
the Team and Development/Marketing wallets.

Team Wallet
This is the wallet we will be using to pay team members for their efforts. If BBFT isn’t 
making money, the team isn’t making money. This drives us to work extra hard for all 
BBFT holders.

Dev/Marketing Wallet
Any marketing or future development needed will be paid for from this wallet. 
Rather than take a percentage of each buy and sell, BBFT uses the BUSD it 
generates to fund these efforts.

Along with the Liquidity Pool, these wallets will be locked for 365 days. Proof of wallet locks will be posted 
on our website. We will get paid the same way as our holders, through the rewards system. We are all one 
community!



Token Distribution

Total Supply 100% 1,000,000,000,000,000

Initial Burn 33% 330,000,000,000,000

Private Sale 10% 100,000,000,000,000

Presale 27.57% 275,706,000,000,000

Liquidity 23.43% 234,294,000,000,000

Team 4% 40,000,000,000,000

Dev / Marketing 1% 10,000,000,000,000



Taxes

Total Tax 20%

BUSD Rewards 10%

BBFT Kitchen (BKIT) 8%

Liquidity 2%



The Team

Kevin Remer
CEO

Discord: Totenmacher

David Griffus
CMO

Discord: TheSimNerd 

Gavin McBride
COO

Discord: Gav



Roadmap
Media Launch

Jan 14, 2022
Launch Website & Socials

Begin marketing and 
community development

Private Launch
Jan 21, 2022

Hold Private Sale
Deploy BBFT and BKIT Contracts

Begin Audit and KYC

PinkSale
Audit Completion

Create PinkSale Listing

Presale Launch
Feb 11th

Presale on PinkSale goes 
live.

PCS Launch
30 minutes after presale

Launch on PCS
Additional Marketing 
launch for live token

First BDE
Feb 18th

First BKIT distribution event
Additional Marketing
Apply for CoinGecko & 

CoinMarketCap

Deploy dApp
Mar 11th

Deploy dApp for rewards and BKIT
Large scale marketing campaign 

showing proof of BKIT concept

Crowdvesting
Apr 8th

Launch crowd vesting 
voting option to select 

tokens for the BKIT

Incubator
Q2 2022

Token incubation program to 
help new tokens gain traction 

and exposure

Expand Utility
Q3 2022

Additional functions to 
further increase rewards 

and burn of BBFT
Two concepts already in 

early phase of 
development



FAQ
Q: Will the team have KYC Verification?
Yes, in order to be transparent and build trust with our holders, all team members will 
have verified identities. Furthermore, the team will offer additional transparency by 
doxxing themselves and holding multiple video chats and AMAs.

Q: Is the contract going to be audited?
Yes. We will go through an extensive testing and audit process, and results will be 
posted on our website when they become available.

Q: Is there day one utility?
Yes. The main utility of BBFT is the BKIT and its ability to keep rewards steady. It is built 
into the smart contract, and is active from day one.



discord.gg/busdbuffet

@BUSDBuffet

busdbuffet.com

@BUSDBuffet

r/BUSDBuffet


